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HEMISPHERIC ASIAN AMERICAN HISTORY

AS THE OTHER ARTICLES IN THIS SPECIAL ISSUE illustrate, the most common

face of transnational Asian American history focuses on the Asia-

United States connection across the Pacific Ocean. As Gary Okihiro re-

minds us, however, a sole focus on the “east-west filaments” of migration

blinds us to the “messier” reality that “migrants moved east and west but

also north and south.”1 Forty-two percent of pre-war Japanese migration

to the Americas (1868–1941) settled in Latin America.2 During the World

War Two era, thirty-three percent of the Chinese population in the Ameri-

cas lived in Latin America, while forty-six percent lived in the United

States and twenty-one percent lived in Canada.3 Paying close attention to

Asian migration throughout the Americas, hemispheric Asian American

history complicates the traditional east-west axis of transnational schol-

arship and challenges the very definition of Asian America.4 By broaden-

ing our perspective to include the inter-American dynamics of Asian mi-

gration, it also provides us with a way to situate the history of Asians in

the Americas in local, regional, national, and global contexts.5 In this way,

hemispheric Asian American history might resemble and contribute to

recent work in the study of the Atlantic world and the African diaspora as

well as complement existing transnational scholarship on the Pacific

world.6
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Even more broadly, hemispheric Asian American history also inter-

venes in the larger fields of American history, comparative inter-Ameri-

can Studies, and Latin American Studies. Richard Ellis, Paul Giles, and

Jane Desmond argue that this particular contemporary moment of

transnationalism and globalization has made it necessary to “reposition

the study of America hemispherically and internationally.”7 However,

much of the current interest in hemispheric studies examines continen-

tal integration under the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA)

or efforts to secure North America against terrorism. Scholars, for the

most part, treat transnationalism as if it is a new phenomenon, and his-

torical perspectives are largely absent.

What would a hemispheric Asian American history look like? It would

first draw and build upon existing scholarship on Asians in Canada and

in Latin America and the Caribbean, taking into account both the unique

contours separating—and the similarities connecting—the multiple his-

tories. The unevenness in scholarship across the fields must be consid-

ered as well. Compared to scholarship on Asians in the United States,

histories of Asians in Canada, Latin America, and the Caribbean are much

more limited in number and scope. Lisa Mar and Christopher Lee ex-

plain that Asian Canadian Studies has been slow to emerge. In compari-

son to Asian American Studies, it has been “glaring in its absence,” ac-

cording to Lee.8 Current historical scholarship on Canada is largely

represented by contributionist studies that document immigration and

community formation or political histories of anti-Asian racism.9 With

its unique relationship to Britain and its colonies, its multiracial society,

and its proximity to the United States, Asian Canadian Studies challenges

and enriches Asian (U.S.) American Studies. According to Mar, Canada is

“both within Asian Pacific American history and beyond it.”10

The field of Asian Latin American Studies has suffered even more

from a lack of attention by both Latin Americanists and Asian

Americanists.11 Evelyn Hu-DeHart has noted that Latin Americanists re-

fer to Asians only in passing” and that generally, Asians have been omit-

ted from Latin American and Caribbean studies.12 Roshni Rustomji-Kerns

has complained that the “existing materials, as well as the scholarship and

theoretical frameworks, in the fields of Asian American (U.S.) studies have

proved inadequate for many of us who are interested in the history of
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Asia throughout the Americas.”13 Like Asian Canadian Studies, a number

of new, exciting publications demonstrate growth in the field. While early

scholarship focused on the role of Asians as cheap labor in Latin America,

the latest work is wide-ranging in its examination of transnationalism

and return migration, identity, anti-Asian racism, economic activities, and

the creation of new transcultural identities.14

The growing number of new works focusing on Asians throughout

the Americas allows us to move in another direction as well—one that

privileges intersections and interconnections, rather than just a compari-

son of discrete units, groups, and countries.15 As Henry Yu explains, when

we shift our perspective away from geographically bounded nation-states

with “static definitions of place and legal regimes of citizenry,” space be-

comes transformed into sites that are both inextricably connected by the

“movements of human bodies” and interconnected with “each other and

with myriad other sites around the Pacific and the Americas.”16 Hemi-

spheric Asian American history thus not only connects the experiences of

Asians throughout the Americas together; it also links the Americas to

the global world.

ORIENTALISMS IN THE AMERICAS: A CASE STUDY

There are several possible topics that might engage historians writing

hemispheric Asian American history: migration circuits and networks,

transnational capital and labor, homeland politics, cultural production.

But, one of the most significant aspects connecting the multiple histories

of Asian migration in the Americas is the global dynamics of Orientalism:

the ways in which Asian migrants were racialized as dangerous and

unassimilable foreigners around the world during the late nineteenth-

and early twentieth-centuries. Although scholars have generally exam-

ined how notions of race have been created and enforced at the local and

national levels, understanding the transnational dimensions of racial for-

mation is vitally important. The construction of racial identities was a

global phenomenon central to the development of the modern world, as

Howard Winant argues. We must therefore recognize how ideas about

race and racial categorization were produced and reinforced both inside

and outside national borders.17
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Exploring what Winant has called the “globality of race” is useful to

the writing of hemispheric and transnational Asian American history.

There are several episodes and key contact zones where the global and

hemispheric dynamics of race were played out most explicitly, but it is

the widespread opposition to Chinese migration throughout the Ameri-

cas beginning in the late nineteenth-century that is the natural starting

point. It was the “Chinese Problem” that brought people and ideas into

contact and stimulated both international discourse about and coopera-

tion against this seemingly global threat. Exploring the campaigns against

Chinese immigration in the Americas illustrates the ways in which people,

racial ideologies, and policies move and interact with each other across

national borders instead of solely within them.

The history of the anti-Chinese movement and the resulting Chinese

exclusion laws in the United States may be one of the most well-known

chapters in Asian American history. What is less known is how anti-Asian

sentiment in general—and opposition to Chinese immigration in par-

ticular—traveled and played out in other countries. How did ideas about

race and stereotypes about Chinese circulate across borders? How did

they resonate internationally as well as nationally and locally? What role—

if any—did the example of the United States’ treatment of Chinese play

abroad? This article argues that beginning in the 1870s, racialized under-

standings of Chinese as economic, social, and cultural threats circulated

throughout the hemisphere.18 The U.S., Canada, and Mexico were struc-

tured by their own unique systems of race relations and hierarchies as

well as colonial legacies. These differences translated into important dis-

tinctions in the ways in which Chinese immigrants were viewed and

treated. Nevertheless, a hemispheric Orientalism that commonly defined

the Chinese as a threatening invasion traveled widely. As the country with

the earliest and largest population of Chinese migrants and as the origi-

nating point of many of the stereotypes, racialized arguments, and cam-

paigns against the Chinese, the U.S. played an important role in these

debates and in the circulation of Orientalism throughout the hemisphere.

U.S. “expertise” on all issues related to Chinese immigration was also highly

sought after, respected, and universally accepted as applicable to other

countries. Lastly, the “Chinese Problem” in the U.S. served as a constant
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example to Canadians and Mexicans anxious about their own countries’

abilities to withstand an onslaught of Chinese immigrants.

THE CHINESE MUST GO! ANTI-CHINESE CAMPAIGNS IN THE UNITED STATES,
CANADA, AND MEXICO

Almost immediately upon their arrival in the United States, Chinese im-

migrants were charged with being undesirable and inassimilable aliens

who brought disease, economic competition, vice, and immorality to the

communities in which they settled. Being the first Asian immigrant group

to settle in large numbers in the Americas, Chinese bore the brunt of the

first waves of anti-Asian sentiment and discrimination. As John Kuo Wei

Tchen and Robert G. Lee have illustrated, the racialization of Chinese as

the forever foreign and dangerous “Oriental” preceded large-scale migra-

tion of Chinese to America.19 Once large-scale migration of Chinese be-

gan in the U.S., Chinese immigrants were the targets of racial hostility,

discriminatory laws, and violence. This racism was grounded in an Ameri-

can Orientalist ideology that homogenized Asia as one indistinguishable

entity, positioned and defined the West and the East in diametrically op-

posite terms, and used those distinctions to claim American and Anglo

American superiority.

Orientalist fears of the Asian “Other” intersected and overlapped with

domestic fears about American race, class, and gender relations. During

the 1870s, massive population growth, coupled with economic disloca-

tion in the West in general, and California in particular, helped fan the

fires of early anti-Chinese sentiment. Blaming Chinese workers for unfa-

vorable wages and the scarcity of jobs, anti-Chinese leaders charged that

the Chinese were imported “coolies” engaged in a new system of slavery

that degraded American labor. Chinese immigrants’ purported diet of

“rice and rats” was cited as a clear sign that they had a lower standard of

living, one that white working families could not (and should not) de-

grade themselves by accepting. Exclusionists also pointed to the large pres-

ence of Chinese prostitutes as a sign of rampant immorality that could

easily cross beyond the confines of the Chinese community and bring

ruin to white Americans. Furthermore, Chinese men—with their will-
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ingness to do women’s work and their purportedly effeminate ways—

threatened existing gender ideals and relations. But above all, the Chinese

were considered to be racially inferior and completely inassimilable,

thereby contributing to the nation’s existing race “problem” involving

African Americans and American Indians.20

Organized opposition to Chinese immigration began in California

during the gold rush era. During the 1870s, Denis Kearny’s Workingmen’s

Party rallied an ever-increasing number of Californians to the cause un-

der the slogan, “the Chinese must go!” Efforts to pass federal legislation

restricting Chinese immigration were successful in 1875, when the Page

Law barred women suspected of entering the country for “immoral pur-

poses,” and again in 1882, when the Chinese Exclusion Act prohibited all

but a few select classes of Chinese from entering the country. Both laws

represent the first attempts to regulate immigration at the federal level

and transformed the United States into a gatekeeping nation, in which

immigration restriction—largely based on race and nationality—came

to determine the very makeup of the nation and American national iden-

tity.21

The exclusion laws had a tremendous effect on curbing Chinese mi-

gration to the United States, and in response Chinese migration to Canada

and Mexico grew. As the Chinese population increased, so did anxiety

about their impact on local populations and economies. Canadian oppo-

sition to Chinese immigration was centered in the province of British

Columbia. As historian Peter Ward has explained, the prevailing image of

Chinese was that of “John Chinaman,” the same stereotype common in

the U.S., which charged that Chinese immigrated in great numbers, were

purportedly indistinguishable from each other, and brought economic

competition, immorality, filth, overcrowded housing, disease, and drug

addiction to the region.22 But, it was the stereotype of the unassimilable

Asian, Ward argues, that “loomed far larger than all the rest,” and it was

central in all arguments aimed at limiting Chinese immigration.23

As in the United States, Canadian arguments against Chinese immi-

gration were rooted in larger anxieties about race, class, gender, and sexu-

ality and especially played a highly significant role in the formation of

regional and national identities. The rise in anti-Chinese sentiment in
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Canada coincided with British Columbia’s 1871 admission as a province

to the recently formed Dominion of Canada. Within the context of these

monumental political changes, both regional and national identities un-

derwent great change. In British Columbia, in particular, membership

was increasingly framed around whiteness. Patricia Roy argues that an

overriding goal in British Columbia in the post-Confederation era was

the attraction of white immigrants and investors into the region. Neither

of these goals was achieved. While the white population doubled in num-

ber, the Chinese population tripled. Roy further explains that the pros-

perity and greater political independence for which British Columbians

yearned did not materialize, and delays in the completion of the trans-

continental railway kept the province isolated from the rest of the coun-

try. During the economically depressed 1870s and 1880s, the growing

number of Chinese immigrants in the province became the scapegoat for

larger woes. Anti-Chinese activists in British Columbia called on the re-

striction of Chinese immigration in order to maintain a “white man’s

province.”24

Like their fellow migrants in the North, the Chinese in Mexico also

faced racial hostility, and an organized anti-Chinese movement devel-

oped in the northern state of Sonora in the early 1900s. Evelyn Hu-DeHart

argues that Mexican anti-Chinese leaders drew upon well-known stereo-

types of the Chinese circulating throughout the Americas and modified

them for Mexican audiences. Images of Chinese as vice-ridden, inferior,

diseased, and inassimilable aliens surfaced in local newspapers and po-

litical campaigns. Chinese immigration was described in catastrophic

terms as a “yellow wave,” the “yellow plague,” and the “Mongol invasion.”25

Historians agree that the “basic complaint” against the Chinese in

Sonora and in northwest Mexico centered on economic competition. Al-

though the Chinese population was never large, they dominated local

commerce. Unlike the Chinese in Canada and the United States, those in

Mexico did not take laboring jobs. Instead, as Hu-DeHart has illustrated,

their economic activity was concentrated in commerce as independent

entrepreneurs. The Chinese provided goods and services in border towns

such as Nogales and Agua Prieta that sprung up in response to growing

U.S. trade and U.S.-financed mining and railroad activities.26 Sonorans
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already felt disadvantaged by the heavy infiltration of American capital in

the region, and the perception that the Chinese minority was taking away

jobs from Mexicans fueled their resentment.27

As in the United States and Canada, charges that the Chinese com-

peted economically with Mexicans intersected with other arguments that

found Chinese undesirable on the basis of race, gender, and sexuality. But

unlike Americans and Canadians, the anti-Chinese sentiment in Mexico

was not centrally grounded in the fact that the Chinese were non-white

and thereby threatened the sanctity of a “white man’s country.” Rather,

Mexicans emphasized the fact that the Chinese were a Mongol race that

registered near the bottom of Mexico’s complex racial hierarchy. (Mexi-

cans characterized themselves as “Westerners.”)28 Evelyn Hu-DeHart ex-

plains that there existed at least fourteen different racial casts, or castas, in

colonial Mexico. The word “chino,” or Chinese, sometimes referred to the

offspring of a white-Black mulato and an Indian woman, which ranked

eleventh on a scale of fourteen casts. The concept of “chino,” Hu-DeHart

explains, clearly “assumed particularly derogatory overtones.”29 This mark

of racial inferiority was expanded upon by anti-Chinese leaders. State

senator and newspaper publisher José Angel Espinoza portrayed the Chi-

nese as racially, physically, and culturally inferior and threatening in his

two sensationalist books, El problema chino en Mexico (The Chinese Prob-

lem in Mexico) (1930) and El ejemplo de Sonora (The Example of Sonora)

(1932). While Chinese lived alone and subsisted on an “oriental diet” of

rice and “sausages of dogs, rats, etc.,” even the lowliest Mexican peon re-

quired more substantial sustenance and living conditions, he argued.30 In

several illustrations printed in El ejemplo de Sonora, Chinese are portrayed

as misshapen and grotesque, with disgusting personal habits and little

morality. Reinforcing his argument that Chinese were racially inferior,

Espinoza describes Chinese men as being both deviant and lacking in

masculinity. They were “effeminate men . . . washing dishes and plucking

chickens . . . like authentic queers,” he claimed.31 That they would invert

traditional gender roles and take on women’s work was disturbing enough,

but as Espinoza charged, Chinese labor competition with Mexican women

had even more nefarious consequences. Lacking other work, many Mexi-

can women were forced into prostitution in Chinese brothels or into
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marriages with Chinese. The offspring of these unions, Espinoza claimed,

displayed “all of the evil characteristics of the father and none of the

mother.”32

As in the United States and Canada, debates over Chinese immigra-

tion were also inextricably related to larger transformations in Mexican

national identity. Charges of economic competition and racial inferiority

merged with a larger anti-foreign, especially anti-American hatred that

was an integral part of Mexico’s revolutionary nationalism in the early

1900s.33 Under the regime of President Porfirio Díaz (1876–1911), Mexico

had favored foreign immigration and investment. After the Revolution of

1911, Mexican leaders sought to “Mexicanize” the country and its

economy.34 Leo M.D. Jacques explains that “national” and “pro-father-

land” campaigns sought to define a new national ethos.35 In the United

States and Canada, the restriction of Chinese was inextricably related to

the consolidation of whiteness and the purported need to defend a “white

man’s country.” In Mexico, while precise definitions of a new national

Mexican identity fluctuated, Jacques argues that leaders of the anti-Chi-

nese committees had a “definite conception of what it did not include—

the Chinese.”36

These brief descriptions of anti-Chinese sentiment in the United

States, Canada, and Mexico illustrate the striking similarities that link

these separate histories. A comparative approach to this subject might

end here or go on to compare and contrast the motivations, actions, and

consequences of the three separate campaigns against Chinese immigra-

tion. Such a comparison is important. But, a transnational and hemi-

spheric approach requires us to look between the lines and borders sepa-

rating these seemingly separate histories and explore the interconnections

and intersections that link them together.

First, common stereotypes and sensationalist rhetoric about the Chi-

nese circulated freely throughout North and South America. Canadian

historian Peter Ward goes so far as to argue that the animosity directed

towards Asians “paid little heed to political boundaries.” West Coast whites

in the U.S. and Canada shared their racial prejudices to such a degree that

Ward refers to their attitudes as a “west coast racialism” that transcended

the international boundary line.37 These common prejudices were first
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forged when American miners and their anti-Chinese attitudes traveled

north from California to Canada’s Fraser River gold fields beginning in

1858.38 One veteran of the California gold rush was Nova Scotian Amor

De Cosmos, who later migrated to Vancouver and became a leading

spokesman in the anti-Chinese movement while also serving as a news-

paper editor and prominent provincial politician. At the height of the

debates over Chinese immigration in 1882, De Cosmos complained in

the British Columbia newspaper, The Daily Standard, that “in place of

white men and women to the country . . . we are daily over-run by hordes

of Chinese laborers who can never assimilate with our people.”39

Canadians also formed their opinions about Chinese immigration

from American publications that were either circulated or reprinted in

Canada. In 1859, the Victoria Gazette, a newspaper published by two trans-

planted San Franciscans, printed an outspoken editorial that criticized

the Chinese. In what Ward has described as “the first analysis of the Chi-

nese question published in the colonies, the editorial “appropriated the

[anti-Chinese message] of the California goldfields.” Drawing from the

experiences of Californians and Australians, the editorial sowed the seeds

of what would become the standard anti-Chinese argument in the prov-

ince. It charged that Chinese hurt white workers by accepting lower wages,

and that, in short, they were not “desirable as permanent settlers in a

country peopled by the Caucasian race.”40 Other Canadian publications,

such as Macleans Magazine and Saturday Night, reprinted numerous “sen-

sationalist” articles attacking Chinese immigration that had originally ap-

peared in American sources. In 1906, the Canadian labor paper The Tri-

bune, for example, reprinted an article written by the Asiatic Exclusion

League of Vacaville, California that charged “Orientals” with

“deteriorat[ing] the value of every ranch on which they worked.”41

As a result of the cross-border circulation of commentary and

racialized stereotypes about Chinese immigration, many Canadian writ-

ers saw the problem as a North American one that was shared across the

forty-ninth parallel. Reverend James S. Woodsworth argued in 1909 that

the menace was “essentially the same for the United States and Canada,”

and that much could be learned from the United States.42 In his book,

Strangers within Our Gates or Coming Canadians, Woodsworth went so
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far as to support his argument for immigration restriction in Canada with

large excerpts from books written by U.S. anti-immigration writers and

activists, including Prescott F. Hall, one of the founders of the influential

Immigration Restriction League in Boston, and Frank Julian Warne, an-

other nativist and author.43 Canadian labor organizations also believed

that their plight was a shared one with U.S. workingmen. A Canadian

labor journal editorialized, “change the word American to Canadian and

it applies to this side of the line as well as the other.”44 Eastern Canadian

labor organizations even adopted Denis Kearny’s war cry of the “The

Chinese Must Go.”45

Anti-Chinese sentiment originating in the United States circulated

southward to Mexico as well. Evelyn Hu-DeHart notes that “not surpris-

ingly,” some of the anti-Chinese attitudes formulated in California and

other western states during the 1880s “began filtering into Mexico” as

Chinese immigration to northern Mexico became more noticeable.46 The

Sonoran newspaper, El Tráfico, published pieces whose anti-Chinese atti-

tudes were “obviously informed by well-established anti-Chinese propa-

ganda current in California and the American West.”47 James R. Curtis

writes that the “collective perception and treatment of the Chinese in

northern Mexico, especially after 1910, was not unlike what they experi-

enced in California.” Resentment of the perceived economic success of

Chinese was active on “both sides of the border,” and the propaganda

circulating about the Chinese in Mexico was “identical” to that which was

disseminated earlier in the United States.48 Mexicans returning from the

United States also brought their own opinions about the Chinese back to

their homeland. Alberto H. Mertes of Sonora, for example, became an

early critic of Chinese immigration in Mexico in 1884. Basing his opin-

ions on his observations of the Chinese in California, Mertes concluded

that the Chinese were “egotistical, ungrateful, lazy, and cruel.” They were

economic “parasites” who arrived with no families, proceeded to fill their

pockets and then left with their debts unpaid.”49 Years later in 1932, José

Angel Espinoza observed that the Chinese were “already known by many

[returning] Mexicans, due to the war that had been begun against them

in California.”50

Hemispheric circulation of anti-Chinese attitudes included a second

dimension. The “Chinese Problem” in the United States acted as an im-
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portant example and lesson for Canadians and Mexicans anxious about

their own country’s ability to withstand a Chinese “invasion.” With its

lengthy experience with Chinese immigration, the U.S. was credited with

possessing the expertise necessary to understand and manage the threat

at hand. Both Canada and Mexico relied heavily on U.S. government evi-

dence and wholeheartedly accepted U.S. charges against the Chinese as

both irrefutable and completely applicable in their own countries. In 1879,

for example, the Canadian Select Committee on Chinese Labor and Im-

migration began its investigation of Chinese immigration in the Domin-

ion by first familiarizing itself with the significant governmental evidence

gathered in the United States. The committee noted that the U.S. investi-

gations had already demonstrated the “undesirableness of encouraging

Chinese labor and immigration” and thereby implied that the need to

come to their own independent conclusion was unnecessary.51 Canada’s

1885 Royal Commission on Chinese Immigration went further to explic-

itly equate California with British Columbia, by stating ominously that

“the present of California may prove the likeness of the future of British

Columbia.”52 Indeed, the commission felt that the perils facing the two

countries were so similar that they interviewed many of the exact same

witnesses who had participated in the U.S. government’s investigation in

1876. Out of a total of sixty-eight witnesses, eleven came from San Fran-

cisco, California and six came from Portland, Oregon. The remaining in-

dividuals were from Canada, mostly British Columbia.53 U.S. experts in-

cluded San Francisco police officers, labor contractors, missionaries,

lawyers, and other city and local business leaders. The commission also

made extensive visits to the Chinatowns of San Francisco and Portland.

The final published report included 181 pages of the 1876 U.S. govern-

ment report on Chinese immigration as well as a reprint of the U.S. Chi-

nese Exclusion Act of 1882 and the 1878 and 1883 Chinese restriction

laws of the Hawaiian Kingdom.54

As Mexican historians have pointed out, the Chinese immigration

problem in the United States was also warily regarded by Mexican offi-

cials as a potential precursor of a troubling future for Mexico. Like their

neighbors to the far north, Mexicans easily accepted U.S. portrayals of

Chinese and readily applied them to Mexico without question. In 1881,
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the Mexican consul based in Tucson, Arizona described Chinese immi-

gration in the United States in order to warn his government of the perils

that Mexico would surely face. He reminded his superiors “that the Chi-

nese [in the U.S.] are considered . . . to be harmful and dangerous.” He

cited the familiar litany of charges made by Americans, but despite the

vast differences distinguishing Mexico from the United States, the consul

seemed to argue the Chinese threat was the same for both countries. “If

such harm has arisen in the U.S.,” he explained, “I leave for your consider-

ation what could happen to us.” At the time of his dispatch, the U.S. was

on the verge of passing the Chinese Exclusion Act. Such legal measures,

the consul concluded, could serve Mexico as well. “I believe it is my duty,”

he gravely concluded, “to make clear the harm that in my opinion can

occur with the great influx of individuals of the Mongol race of our coun-

try.”55 By 1904, when President Porfirio Díaz established a commission to

study Asian immigration to Mexico, U.S. attitudes regarding Chinese

immigrants were regarded as the logical starting point. It was the posi-

tion of the commission’s chairman, José Covarubbias, “to examine the

validity of the “dark accusations” that the United States had leveled against

the Chinese.” “Should we accept ourselves those men who have been re-

jected by the United States?” Covarubbias asked. The commission stud-

ied American accusations against the Chinese and also conducted its own

investigation of Chinese immigration. Its conclusion echoed U.S. opin-

ion that the Chinese were indeed inassimilable and that the “Chinese and

the Westerner are essentially different.” Covarubias suggested that should

Chinese immigration to Mexico continue, the government should moni-

tor it through “constant intervention.”56

During later anti-Chinese campaigns, the example of the Chinese

exclusion laws in the United States would resonate even louder with Mexi-

cans. Historian José Jorge Gómez Izquierdo writes that “the anti-Chinese

leagues were insistent in arguing that the solution lay in the expulsion of

the Chinese, following the example of the United States.”57 For example,

at an anti-Chinese rally in Magdalena in November 1917, Profesora María

de Jesus Valdez argued that Chinese exclusion laws would raise Mexico’s

stature in the international order. Subscribing to racist notions of civili-

zations, Valdez explained that “other civilized nations won’t permit the
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entry of the Chinese. They throw him out like poisonous plants, which is

what we must do in order to place Mexico among these nations.”58 Like-

wise, in 1932, anti-Chinese leader José Angel Espinoza again invoked U.S.

denigration of Chinese to justify the Mexican anti-Chinese crusade. Writ-

ing in El ejemplo de Sonora, Espinoza pointed out with approval that the

United States had already deemed the Chinese to be “a devouring plague

of rats that ruin the soil they invade.”59 According to Charles Cumberland,

Espinoza “took comfort from the fact that [anti-Chinese leaders in Mexico]

had company in their prejudices and made frequent reference to the need

for laws “already adopted in the United States.”60

While opposition to Chinese immigration in Canada and Mexico was

grounded in similar U.S. complaints about Chinese as cheap laborers who

brought immorality, vice, and disease to the country, the two countries

responded quite differently from the United States in crafting their own

solutions to their “Chinese Problems.” Due to British relations with China,

an all-out exclusion of Chinese immigrants was not feasible in Canada.

Instead of replicating America’s direct exclusion of Chinese laborers,

Canada restricted Chinese immigration by imposing a fifty-dollar head

tax on all Chinese laborers. Thus, while the United States explicitly singled

out all Chinese laborers, Canada’s early measures allowed entry to every

Chinese provided that he or she paid the landing fee.61 Canada raised its

head tax to one hundred dollars in 1900 and then to five hundred dollars

in 1903.62 In 1923, Canada transformed its regulation of Chinese immi-

gration altogether. Closely mirroring U.S. Chinese exclusion laws, the 1923

Exclusion Act completely abolished the head tax system and instead pro-

hibited all people of Chinese origin or descent from entering the country.

Consular officials, children born in Canada, merchants, and students were

exempted.63

In Mexico, regulation of Chinese immigration took place more at

the local and regional levels than at the federal. Mexico’s central govern-

ment was reluctant to violate international agreements with China or to

damage U.S. economic investments in northern Mexico, which relied upon

Chinese labor, and Chinese businesses. Sonorans thus turned to mob vio-

lence as well as to local laws, regulations, and annoyances designed to

harass the Chinese. These methods included the Chinese massacre at
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Torreón in 1911 as well as public health regulations, segregation provi-

sions, and bans on interracial marriages that became law in various mu-

nicipalities during the 1910s and 1920s. It was hoped that the Chinese

would find such harassment unbearable and leave voluntarily.64 The cen-

ter of the anti-Chinese movement remained Sonora, but by 1924 the

American Embassy reported that a “very strong movement” was under-

way throughout the country to “combat further Chinese immigration” to

Mexico. Under the leadership of President Plutarco Calles, Mexico can-

celled its treaty with China in 1927.65 Following the Great Depression of

1929 and the resulting unemployment in the country, the Chinese were

routinely harassed into leaving Mexico. Beginning in 1931, vigilante groups

rounded up Chinese “by the truckload” and took them to the U.S.-Mexico

border.66 Following an order by Sonoran Governor Rodolfo Calles (son

of the President) to dispose of their goods and evacuate their businesses,

Chinese in Sonora began to close their businesses in August of 1931. By

September, the expulsion of all Chinese residents from Sonora had been

accomplished, and Governor Calles could announce with satisfaction that

the “bitter twenty-year campaign” to terminate the “Chinese problem”

had finally been won.67

CONCLUSION

By the 1930s, Chinese had been successfully excluded, restricted, or ex-

pelled from the United States, Canada, and Mexico. Significantly, while

the attitudes toward the Chinese had been remarkably similar across the

three countries, the solutions to the “Chinese Problem” had differed. Be-

cause of these similarities and differences, the campaigns against Chinese

migration demonstrate both the rich possibilities and the challenges to

hemispheric projects in Asian American history. When our perspective is

shifted from the nation to the hemisphere, the strands of history that are

bound together across national borders are illuminated in ways that can

help us rewrite traditional narratives. Still, unique national and regional

differences must be understood and explained as well. Charting a course

that addresses both is the challenge that lies ahead. Scholars must first

avoid the simple application of U.S. (mainland) -centered questions to

Canada, Hawai’i, the Caribbean, and Latin American countries. We must
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immerse ourselves in the relevant debates and both the secondary and

primary literature in order to understand not only the similarities, but

also different contexts that affected the experiences of Asians. In the quest

to link separate national histories together into a larger transnational,

hemispheric framework, historians and others must also attend to what

Lisa Mar has similarly referred to as the need to “reconcile evidence of

common history with international variation.”68

A final challenge involves intellectual imperialism. Claudia Sadowski-

Smith and Claire Fox warn that “exceptionalist premises continue to in-

form post-national American studies work on the hemisphere,” includ-

ing the tendency to “privilege the United States as primary interlocutor

vis-à-vis other countries, to focus on Anglophone material, to marginalize

other fields’ perspectives, and to extend U.S.-based research paradigms to

the hemispheric level.” As a corrective, they argue that Canadian and Latin

American Studies must be placed on equal footing with American Stud-

ies as “protagonists rather than mere recipient sites of U.S. policies and of

U.S.-based theoretical perspectives and comparative paradigms.”69 Simi-

larly, Christopher Lee points to the danger of Asian American Studies

“co-opt[ing] Canadian texts and contexts without adequate regard (or

sometimes any regard) for contextual differences.”70

While it is vitally important to heed these and other scholars’ warn-

ings, we cannot discount the overwhelming role that the United States

did play—and continues to play—in the hemisphere, and indeed the

world. It is imperative that Americanists interested in transnational his-

tory seek out a balanced approach and methodology. Other countries

should not be treated as “mere recipients” of U.S.-based policies. But at

the same time, the behemoth that is the United States, with its economic,

military, cultural, and political might and influence, cannot be ignored.

The task is to examine the ways in which the United States has influenced

and intervened abroad, while also exploring how the sites of those inter-

ventions responded according to their own local and national agendas

and unique socio-political conditions.

Despite—or perhaps because of—these challenges, hemispheric Asian

American history represents one of the newest and most important di-

rections in Asian American Studies. The initial goal of the Asian Ameri-
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can movement to preserve our histories continues to be fulfilled. The lat-

est scholarship has gone even further to transform American history more

generally. Asian Americanists have also been some of the primary con-

tributors to the transnational turn in American Studies, renewing con-

nections and linkages to Asian Studies. Hemispheric Asian American his-

tory builds upon these legacies. It forces us to recast our gaze beyond our

own borders and beyond the Pacific Ocean. In turn, it will help us rewrite

Asian American history and challenge conventional understandings of

migration, borders, and globalization.
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